RAUTE VENEER PATCHER R3
THE EASIEST WAY TO PATCH AND UPGRADE VENEER QUALITY

5 Reasons Why Patching Matters
In the veneer manufacturing process, very often the sheet has knots,
knotholes, and other small defects. Because of these defects or for some
other reason, the sheet needs to be repaired. Veneer patching is a common
repairing method to increase the veneer sheet’s visual or technical quality
and to make the sheet usable in the face, back, or in some very demanding
technical applications.
In this short article, we will discuss the 5 reasons why patching the veneer
sheet matters and how it improves the sheet quality and upgrades the panel
product in general. These five reasons all equal to profitability – following
these will increase yourproduction and revenue with low investment.
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1. UPGRADING THE SHEETS’ QUALITY
WITH SOLID PATCHING

Veneer patching upgrades the quality of a veneer. Patching is intended to remove
certain defects from the veneer sheet and replacing it with a solid, good quality
veneer patch. When this is done by machine, the result is faultless, consistent, and
neither hardwood species nor thick veneers generate any problems.
With a solid patch, the veneer sheets’ grade rises, for example, from C veneer to
B veneer, which means more profit per sheet. The beauty of increasing the face
veneer’squality is that the sales price of the whole volume of the panel follows one
single sheet, the face grade.

2. BIGGER PATCH SIZE
It is a common thought that the patch should be just the size of the defect that is
beenrepaired. This way of thinking is actually incorrect. Generally, the patch size
should be bigger to make sure that it is resistant, and it covers the whole defect area.
On the other hand, the defect can be bigger than the patch when the shape of the
patch enables double- or triple-patching. This is the case when the shape has got
locking form, that is, some types of noses or fingers, such as the butterfly form.
There are multiple forms of bigger patches covering the whole defectarea. The best
alternative of those is the butterfly-type patch. The butterfly patch uses 25% less
patching material in production and it has several other benefits also.

3. BUTTERFLY PATCH SHAPE IS
THE MOST DURABLE

Why you should choose the butterfly type patch? The best thing about butterfly
type patches is that they do not pop off and they bear more than double the load
comparedto other types of patches. Butterfly patches ensure a bigger contact area and
better adhesion than oval-shaped patches.
Studies show that by choosing the butterfly type patches, you use 25% less patching
material compared to the boat type patches. Butterfly type patches with rather
straight edges and only little tapering at the end maximize the size of the defect it
covers, and thus have higher material yield than boat type patches with narrow ends.
Moreover, using the butterfly patch you increase the sheet quality, to the A-quality
sheets at best.
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4. INCREASED PRODUCTION CAPACITY WITH 		
POSITIVE EFFECTS ON LABOR COSTS

Patching with a machine is fast, efficient, and safe. With one-man operated patching
machinery, the labor costs decrease significantly. The machine can patch a sheet
even10 times faster than when patched manually. Compared to panel repairing, labor
savings are considerable.
The faster the patching phase is the more sheets you produce per hour. The complete
high-quality sheet manufacturing process is fluent from start to finish and the
patchingdoesn’t create a bottleneck to the production.

5. SHORT RETURN ON INVESTMENT
This all equals to profitability. Choosing butterfly patches and machine patching, you
instantly increase your production and minimize the labor costs. The sales value of
panels increases rapidly along with the better visual appearance and general quality,
and as the investment value is low compared to the benefits, the payback time will be
short.
Want to know more? Just follow this link to get familiar with Raute Veneer Patcher R3
and how modern patching is taking the veneer production to the next level.
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